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 Northern Technical university 

Mosul technical institute  

Irrigation equipment’s lecturers    

First lecture    

 

 Irrigation  define  

Irrigation generally is defined as the application of water to soil for the purpose of 

supplying the moisture essential for plant growth, 

 Irrigation is the application of water to the soil for any number of the following seven 

purpose 

1-To add water to soil to supply the moisture essential for plant growth  

2 - To provide  the water to crop to  insurance against short duration droughts   

3-To cool the soil and atmosphere by making more favorable environment for plant 

growth 

 4- To reduce the hazard of frost 

 5- To wash out or dilute salts in the soil 

  6- To reduce the hazard of soil piping 

  7- To soften tillage pans and clods 

Sources of water in Iraq 

1- Rivers water   : The mean rivers in Iraq is Tigris and Euphrates, most of old civilizations 

in Iraq build on the sides of these rivers, Tigris come to Iraq from south and east of 

Turkey .the river inter Iraq  through  Fiash kabor point  

There are more than 10 tributaries of the streams are add in the Tigris River, 

 The Euphrates river also "come from Turkey via Syria, Most of the land, which is 

omitted the Euphrates River in Iraq is a desert land 
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2 - Water snow and rain falling 

Falling water consider very important source of water, in north of Iraq many crops plant 

depending on Rain Falling 

3 – Groundwater: Ground water also consider source of water in Iraq . the quantity of 

ground water estimated  3.5 milliard cubic meter    

Soil content :  

Soil in general contain   1- 45% metallic materials,   5% organic materials, 25% water 

25% air (as in Figure 1 ) 

 

 Figure -1- 
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Lecture Two & Three   

Soil Water Classification 

  تصنيف ماء التربة

 Water is the only substance on the Earth that exists in all three physical states of matter: 

solid, liquid, and gas  

Forces on Soil Water 

1. Adhesion: The attraction of soil water to soil particles. ( between different  molecules) 

2.Cohesion: The attraction of water molecules to other water molecules. (  

between the same molecules) 

2. Capillarity: A capillary is a very thin tube in which a liquid can move against the force of 

gravity as shown in fig 3 below. The narrower the tube the higher the liquid rises due to the 

forces of adhesion and cohesion. ( Figure 2) 

Figure -2- Capillarity   

 أنواع ماء التربة    

basic types or forms of soil water.  
 

1. Gravitational water --- -1/3 bar   

2. Capillary water --- -1/3 to -31 bars  

3. Hygroscopic water --- -10,000 bars  

1-Gravitational water (free water):  
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Free water that moves through the soil due to the force of gravity.  

A-Gravitational water is found in the macrospores. It moves rapidly out of well-drained soil 

and is not considered to be available to plants.  

B-It can cause upland plants to wilt and die because gravitational water occupies air space, 

which is necessary to supply oxygen to the roots.  

C-Drains out of the soil in 2-3 days  

2- Capillary water: Water in the microspores of the soil solution.  

A-      Most, but not all, of this water is available for plant growth  

B-     Capillary water is held in the soil. Against the pull of gravity  

C-      Forces Acting on Capillary Water  

 D-     Capillary water is held by cohesion (attraction of water molecules to each other) and  

adhesion (attraction of water molecule to the soil particle).  

 

E-    The amount of water held is a function of the pore size (cross-sectional diameter) and 

pore space (total volume of all pores)  

 

F-    This means that the tension (measured in bars) is increasing as the soil dries out.  

3. Hygroscopic water: This water forms very thin films around soil particles  

 A-  It  is not  available to the plant.  

B- The water is held so tightly by the soil that it cannot be taken up by  root   

C--not held in the pores, but on the particle surface. This means clay will contain much more 

of this type of water than sands because of surface area differences. ( Figur 3) 

  

Figure 3 Soil Moisture Tension (Soil Water Potential )     جهد ماء التربة  
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1-bar is the term used to measure this force. 2one bar equals one atmosphere of 

pressure  bar - pressure exerted by a column of water 10m  in height. approx. = to 1 

atmosphere = or 760 mm (76 cm) of mercury.  

Free water or gravitational water : 

Water drain from soil  untel the water potential reaches – 0.33 bar , the plant not use 

This water because it stay short time in the soil . 

 Water Tension and Water Content  

As water content decreases tension on the water becomes greater or soil water potential 

becomes less.  

Table indicate the soil water potential , moisture condition , type of water  

Soil Water Potential 

( التربة ماء جهد  )   

Moisture Condition  

  ماء التربة   حالة

Type of water  

 

0 bar saturation            from 0 to -1/3 bar all 

gravitational water drains 
-1/3 bar (4.1 psi) field capacity 

-15 bar (220 psi)  
wilting point from -1/3 to -31 bars 

capillary water  

-31 bar air dry  from -31 bar and  on we 

have hygroscopic water  

We try to irrigate soil so that the bar pressure stays between -1/3 and -1 bar, in most 

cases.  

 

 

                                             Soil Moisture Constants  

 

These are the terms most commonly used when working with soil water. Terms we will 

use when making soil moisture calculations. 

1-Saturation - all soil pores are filled with water. This condition occurs right after a rain. 

- this represents 0 bars.  

2- Field capacity - moisture content of the soil after gravity has removed all the water it 

can. Usually occurs 1-3 days after a rain. - this would be -1/3 -15 bar.  
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3-Wilting point - soil moisture percentage at which plants cannot obtain enough 

moisture to continue growing. - this is  over -15 bars.  

4-Hygroscopic water - when the soil is about air dry - Water held at water potential 

less than -31 bar. This water is not available to plants.( more than - 31bar ) 

  5-Oven dry - soil that has been dried in a oven at 105 degrees C for 12 hours. All 

soil moisture has been removed. This point is not important for plant growth but is 

important for calculations since soil moisture percentage is always based on oven dry 

weight..  

6-Plant available water is that held in the soil at a water potential between -1/3 

and -15 bar. 

practical  of  Lecture 1&2 

Water volume and water depth calculations: 

Water holding capacity  

It means available water as means of equivalent depth for available water per unit depth of 

soil if Irrigation depth, It depend on the deference of moisture content and available water 

in root zone  

d=D.As.(Fc-wp )/100   .depletion  

A.S = 1.2-1.4kg/cm3   

  d= net depth of irrigation      AS= bulk density of soil, D = wet soil depth  

               F c   = water content of soil at field capacity   

W  p =  =         =      =      =    =   wilting point 

 Fc-  wp  =A w = available water per unit volume of water  

            
(     )

   
               

 Example;- 

Determine net depth of irrigation (d) which must be added to soil  ,With bulk density As 

(1.4gm/ cm 3) and available water content (Fc-wp)  is (5%)  depth of soil is (1.22m).(D) 

Depletion =1 

Solution 
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(     )

   
               

 d=(5/100)x 1.4X 1.22x 100=  8,5  cm  

   Ex2:     In order to add irrigation water to a field with an area of (100×2500) m   with 

irrigated interval (10) days  .Determine the Quantity of water needed to the  field  daily in 

meter cube  ? -If net depth is (10 cm). 

      Irrigated area daily =                 =25000 m2 

      Quantity of water needed to field  

           daily=25000   ×    (0.1)         =2500 m3 

 Ex3 :   A field of (1250 000 m2) area  irrigation time is (10) days quantity of water added to 

field is (6000) m3  daily . Bulk density is (1.5)gm /cm3  .Available water content is (5%) 

Find wet soil depth. 

Irrigated area daily = 1250000/10                        = 125000 m2 

Net depth of irrigation = - Volum/area-  =   6000/125000 - =       0.048m 

  0.048 = Aw/100xysxD= 5/100X 1.5xD 

     D= 0.064 m wet soil depth 

find the wet soil depth if Net depth of irrigation   20cm , and available water content (Fc-

wp)  is (10%)  ,depletion is 0.5 , AS =1.33kg/cm3  

 

Lecture Four 

Cross water requirement 

It means  total amount of water which must be added to the field and it is equal to the 

sum of net water requirement  and Field losses and it can be calculated depending on this 

equation  

 Gross water requirement =  Net water requirement /  efficiency 

         

Net water requirement 
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It means the quantity of water  which is necessary to reach soil water content at root 

zone to field capacity  it means that  

Net water requirement =field capacity – water content  at root zone 

 

 

 

Calculation of irrigation time and irrigation interval 

Q × t  = a  ×  d  

Q= discharge   ,    t = time  ,    a= irrigation area   

d = water depth in soil  

Factors effecting on calculation irrigation time 

1- Amount of water source  
2- How much crop need water 

 
 

 methods of  estimate the requirement of water for plant  
  
There are  many methods to estimate the requirement of water for plant  such as 

1-plant indicator ,                                            2- soil water monitoring  

3- water balance for casts                            4-Ability of soil to save water  at root zone   

   5- plant root zone depth 

 

 Consumptive use of water 

It is the amount of water which the plant lost it Consumptive use of water  for the plant        

water entering plant  ( which isfor building it is structure and the water lost by transpiration

roots and used to build plant tissue are being passed through leaves of the plant into the 

soil, water surfaces Or   (  which is water evaporating from   and evaporation atmosphere )

d by dew ,rainfall ,or sprinkler Irrigationfrom surfaces of leaves of the plant, water deposite 

     in additional what it lost from soil surface and losing in canals  Of irrigation         
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It is very important to measure the Consumptive use of water to involves problems of 

water supply . 

 

 

affecting consumptive use of waterConditions  

Soil factors     -A 

Soil consider the storage of water and aliment for the plant   

Soil consist of complicate   ingredients of organic materials and metallic materials as in 

Figur 1,Consumptive use influence by All of these materials (air, water,  metallic materials, 

organic materials )  

Evapotranspiration is influenced by temperature, irrigations practices, length of growth 

season precipitation,  

There is relationship between the water potential and Hydraulic conductivity, which 

influence the Evapotranspiration. 

Transpiration from the surface of soil depend on Climatically factors ,like the temperature 

of atmosphere , solar radiation ,rainfall , which be main factor influence the  consumptive 

use  of water 

 

B- Plant factors :  

 each plant different in consumptive use  of water , also the same plant different  in 

consumptive use  through it growth , each stage of it growth  need the  amount water 

different from the other stage ,also  the plants density ,size and volume of leafs of the plant 

, number of stomas of leafs  play important role in limited    consumptive use of water  

There are ejective (direct ) relationship between plant density and consumptive use  Of 

water , there are other  secondary factors like type of plowing of soil ,type of irrigation ,type 

of planting  influence the consumptive.  
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 Consumptive use of water  Methods of estimate     

 1- Lysimeter method 

lysimeter is a measuring device which can be used to measure the amount of actual 

which is released by plants, usually crops or trees. By recording the  evapotranspiration

amount of precipitation that an area receives and the amount lost through the soil, the 

 -ers in HD! Lysimet amount of water lost to evapotranspiration can be calculated.

YouTube.WEBM 

There  are three types: 

A-  non-weighing    B- weighing  c- Floating     

 As shown in  sketch 4,5,6,7 

Figure -4- 

 

   ET=W1+P+W-wd    

ET  = Consumptive use of water,,,WI= add water 

P= precipitation           W= change in moisture content  

Wd= drainage water  

 

 B-Weighing Lysimetr ( Figure – 5-)   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evapotranspiration
file:///C:/Users/lenovo/Desktop/معدات%20ري/Lysimeters%20in%20HD!%20-%20YouTube.WEBM
file:///C:/Users/lenovo/Desktop/معدات%20ري/Lysimeters%20in%20HD!%20-%20YouTube.WEBM
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Figure -5- 

 

                                          
                                     Figure -6  Lysimeter 

 

 figure- 7 -floating lysimeter 
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Figure -8-Lysimeter 

 2- Soil moisture Depletion Method 

IN this method, we make studies for   the soil and the field crops plant in this soil, we take 

more than six samples from each layer of soil  Before and after two-three days of each 

irrigation from root zone of plant,  and we estimate the  moisture  of soil ,  

We should use this method in soil where the ground water not influence the soil moisture 

content    

   3- Water balance methods   

This method we use it in big area if we have valley as follow 

U= (I+ p)+ (G2-G1 ) –R                     

4- Empirical methods  

It depend on atmospheric measurement for temperature, solar energy, radiation, 

humidity of the weather, and measurement of evapotranspiration   

5- Blaney –Criddle equation  

Depend on temperature degree and the numbers of Daylight hours  

F=P(0.46t+8.13) 

6- Modified Preman Method  
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It depend on evapotranspiration and the temperature degrees in field plant crops area   

7- Radiation Equation: 

Also this equation depend on the radiation and temperature degrees of atmosphere     

ET= W.R2   

  8- Pan Evaporation equation  

 linerWe can use cans as open water surface to find evaporation amount values, there is 

relationship between water evaporation   and Consumptive water use  exist in soil 

ET=Kp Epan  

 

practical 

 calculation of irrigation frequency (interval)         (I.F)  

It define as  number  of days between irrigation frequency  

            Depth of wet soil (mm) 

I.F = ---------------------------------------------------------- 

           Annual daily water consumptive (mm/day) 

There are many factors effect on it such as 

1- Quantity of water added  
2- Ability of soil to save  water  
3- Depth of root zone  
4- Crop annual daily water consumptive 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Example :     
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A farm with an area of (50 ×2500) m    . Irrigated by a pump working (10) hour /day where 

available water content is (15%) depth of root zone is (0.8) m  irrigation efficiency is equal 

(75%)  .Average water   consumptive for crop (10mm/day) .Bulk density of soil is (1.5).  

(Neglect all losses due evaporation ) 

 Find 

1- Net depth of water added  2- Irrigation frequency  

3- Depth of water required for each irrigation frequency  4-Discharge in liter/ sec 

Sol  

 Net depth of water added =     d=D.As.Aw(Fc-wp )/100   .depletion  

                                               = 15/100×1.5×0.8=0.18m 

                      Total irrigation water = Net irrigation water/       Efficiency. 

  =0.18/0.75 = 0.24 m 

 Depth of wet soil (mm)  

               I.F=       ------------------------------------------------------- 

                        Annual daily water consumptive (mm/day) 

 

F=240 /10--= 24 day  

  Depth required to each I,F =10/   0.75   = 13.33 mm 

Area required to irrigate / day =2500 × 50/24- = 5208.33 m2 

                         

Discharge =  Volume /Time   =  area ×  depth / time                          

                 5208  ×   1000  × 13.333 

            =----------------------------------- = 1.9288 liter / sec 

                     1000 × 10  × 3600 
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Lecture Five 

Soil water measurements 

Measurement of water stored in soils and the  capacity of soil to store ,  water are 

important In arid and semi-arid regions. 

There are many methods to measure the soil water; we will mention some of these 

methods  

1-Direct methods 

Water content in soil can be directly measured using a known volume of the soil, and a 

drying oven. Volumetric water content,   is calculated
[3]

 using: 

 

where 

mwet and mdry are the masses of the sample of soil  before and after drying in the 

oven; 

ρw is the density of water; and 

Vb is the volume of the sample before drying the sample 

3-  Geophysical methods 

There are several geophysical methods available that can approximate the  soil water 

content. These methods include:  

A-     time-domain   reflectometry  (TDR) ,time-domain   reflectometry  1.FLV, 

a measurement technique used to determine the characteristics of electrical lines by 

observing reflected waveforms.
[1]

Time-domain transmissometry (TDT) is an analogous 

technique that measures the transmitted (rather than reflected) impulse. Together, they 

provide a powerful means of analyzing electrical or optical transmission media such as 

coaxial cables and optical fibers ( Figure -9-) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oven
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_content#cite_note-2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volume
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geophysics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time-domain_reflectometry
file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/Administrator/Desktop/time-domain%20%20%20reflectometry%20%201.FLV
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Figure -9- 

time-domain   reflectometry  

B- neutron probe,  

 

figure -10- neutron probe,  

 

 

A neutron probe is a device used to measure the quantity of water present in soil. 

A typical neutron probe contains a pellet of americium-241 and beryllium. The alpha 

particles emitted by the decay of the americium collide with the light beryllium nuclei, 

producing fast neutrons. When these fast neutrons collide with hydrogen nuclei present 

in the soil being studied, they lose much of their energy. The detection of slow neutrons 

returning to the probe allows an estimate of the amount of hydrogen present. Since 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time-domain_reflectometry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soil
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fast_neutrons
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slow_neutron
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water contains two atoms of hydrogen per molecule, this therefore gives a measure of 

soil moisture. Farmers use this to determine how much water is in their fields 

C – Using electrical properties of a porous block    (figurr11) 

Electrical properties of resistance ( conductance ) capacities and electrical strength have 

been used to indicate moisture content . changes of moisture change the electrical 

properties ,Porous block  are placed into the soil , as the moisture  content of the blocks 

change   the electrical properties change . 

         

Figure   11 :   porous block  

4- Tension meter  

A tensiometer consist of porous cup filled with water and attached to vacuum  gauge Or 

mercury manometer  , the tensionmeter put in the soil to desert depth , water put in

figure 12-- Tension meter 

the cup . the water move through the tensionmeter to soil, in case soil is dry and cause 

vacuum In the tehsionmeter and the gauge  monition that if soil saturated with water ,  
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4- Satellite remote sensing method 

Satellite microwave remote sensing is used to estimate soil moisture based on the large 

contrast between the dielectric properties of wet and dry soil. The microwave radiation 

is not sensitive to atmospheric variables 

5- Feel Method   

 Sometimes farmers estimate  the moisture in soil by hand , the farmer can take soil by 

one hand and press the soil , if the water go out from  the soil  through the hand of the 

farmer ….that mean the soil is saturated ( 100%100 field capacity ). 

 if the hand be wet  and ball formed that mean soil field capacity 75-100%. 

 if  unstable ball formed it is 50-75% field capacity , 

 if we press soil by hand and   no ball formed it is 25- 50 %, 

if the soil is scatter and fall dawn the moisture content it is less 25%   
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 Lecture Six 

Irrigation and water conveyance   

Some terms use in Irrigation:  

  Fluid  :it  is the study of fluids and the forces on them. (Fluids include liquids, gases) Fluid 

mechanics can be divided into fluid statics, the study of fluids at rest; fluid kinematics, the 

study of fluids in motion;             

Continuity Equation : 

   fluid  The volume of water flowing through the hose per unit time at the left must be   

or in fact anywhere along the hose).,,,,,,,(ate at the right equal to the flow r 

 Moreover, the flow rate at any  point in the hose is equal to the area of the hose at that 

point multiply by  the speed with which the fluid is moving: 

 

 (area)x(velocity) has units m3/t which is correct for volume per unit 

time.  

Figure  13: Fluid flow in a hose of variable size 

  

 

These considerations lead us directly to the continuity equation, which states that  

 

A= Area           V = velocity  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Force
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluid_statics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kinematics
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Everywhere along the hose. This has the important consequence that as the area of the 

hose decreases, the velocity of the fluid must increase, in order to keep the flow rate 

constant.  

 

Energy Equation ( Bernoulli's)      

Incompressible fluid in steady flow, the sum of pressure, potential and kinetic energies per 

unit volume is constant at any point 

The original form of Bernoulli's equation[5] is: 

 

Where: 

     Is the fluid flow speed at a point on a streamline,  

    Is the acceleration due to gravity,  

    Is the elevation of the point above a reference plane, with the positive z-  

direction in the direction opposite to the gravitational acceleration,  

    is the pressure at the point,  

 is the density of the fluid at all points in the fluid.  

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernoulli's_principle#cite_note-4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth%27s_gravity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elevation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressure
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density
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Newton's 2nd Law can be written:  

The Rate of change of momentum of a body is equal to the resultant force acting on 

the body, and takes place in the direction of the force.  

F=MA 

M= the mass of the object   A= the acceleration 

Pipeline flow 

Fluid flowing in pipes has three  primary flow 

patterns. 

1- laminar flow  

 when all of the fluid particles flow in parallel 

lines . 

 

 

 

figure -14- laminar flow  

2-  turbulent 

  when the fluid particles have a random motion flow.  

3- transition  

It  is a critical zone when the flow can be either laminar or turbulent or a mixture   .  

  It has been proved experimentally by Osborne Reynolds that the nature of flow 

depends on the mean flow velocity (v), the pipe diameter (D), the density (ρ) and the 

fluid viscosity ( μ).  

Reynolds number 

 A ratio of the fluid dynamic forces and the fluid viscous forces, is used to determine 

what flow pattern will occur. The equation for the Reynolds Number is  
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For normal engineering calculations, the flow in pipes is considered laminar if the 

relevant Reynolds number is less than 2000, and it is turbulent if the Reynolds 

number is greater than 4000.  Between these two values, there is the critical zone 

in which the flow can be either laminar or turbulent or the flow can change between 

the patterns... 

           

 where     R n = Renold number      γ    =  density of fluid  V   =  average velocity of fluid  

                                                 d   =  diameter of pipe 

                                       Ų =  viscosity  of fluid Kg/m.sec 

   

    Limits of  Rn   

      Rn  < 2000   flow  will be laminar  

  Rn  > 4000   flow will be turbulent   

      Rn   200- 4000      flow will be transmission  

  

Example 

A pipe line with diameter (300 mm) which used to transmit water if water viscosity is 

(0.0013) kg/ m . sec   assumed discharge is (124.5 ) liter/ sec  find  

   1-what is type of water flow in the pipe  

   2- discharge of water which transmit water flow from type to another . 

   Solution  

                   γ V d               1000× V× 0.3                                                        

          Rn =-------------- = -----------------------------       

 Ų  0.0013 
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  Q =  V× A  

  

            Q  124.5  

V= ------------------- =-------------------------------- =  1.761 m/ sec  

           A    п 

                                (0.3)2  ×----- ×1000  

                                              4 

 

  

 1.761 ×0.3  × 1000 

 Rn = -------------------- = 467522    

                   0.0013 

                              Rn > 4000     ,,,,,,,So flow  is Turbulent  

In order to make flow laminar   Rn  must be = 2000 

 

            1000 × V × 0.3  

 Rn = ------------------------ = 2000 

     0.0013  

  

V = 0.00753 m/sec  

 

                                        (0.3)2 

Q = V× A  = 0.00753 ×---------- ×  п  = 0.00053 m3 / sec  

  4  
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Q= 0.53 liter /sec   Discharge flow in this pipe will     Be laminar and turbulent flow      

 

 -Rotational flow and un rotational flow  

a-Rotational flow 

This occurs when viscosity of fluid was to little and water molecular will rotate clock 

wise direction . Laminar flow  Appear  clearly . 

 

   

 

 
 
 

Figur -15- Rotational flow 

b- un rotational flow  
It occurs   in case of high speed but no effect of viscosity With high water head. flow 

velocity is equal  to water velocity   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16 un rotational flow  

3- Steady flow and None steady flow 
a- Steady flow  
In this case, there is no exchange in (speed, head, discharge)  

b- Non steady flow 
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When any flow parameters (speed, head, discharge) changed in any point of water 

flow with respect to time ,So this will called non steady flow system  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figur -17-  

1- Dimensional flow  
a- one dimensional flow  like straight  line tube. 
b- two dimensional flow  like curve line tube with  

   two axis .  

c- three dimensional flow like spherical pipe 
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Lecture seven 
 Flow of fluid through a pipe 

The flow of liquid through a pipe is resisted by viscous shear stresses within the 

liquid and the turbulence that occurs along the internal walls of the pipe, created by 

the roughness of the pipe material. This resistance is usually known as pipe friction 

and is measured is feet or meters head of the fluid, thus the term head loss is also 

used to express the resistance to flow. 

factors affect the head loss in pipes 

1- The viscosity of the fluid being handled,  

2-The size of the pipes,  

3- The roughness of the internal surface of the pipes,  

4- The changes in elevations within the system and the length of travel of the fluid. 

5- The resistance through various valves and fittings   

  

  Darcy-Weisbach equation 

The equation we now know as the Darcy-Weisbach formula or 

Darcy equation: 

hf = f (L/D) x (v2/2g) 

where: 

hf = head loss (m)  ,f = friction factor  , L = length of pipe work (m) 

d = inner diameter of pipe work (m)  , v = velocity of fluid (m/s) 

g = acceleration due to gravity (m/s²) 

Equation : Darcy Equation for "Minor Losses"  

 

where:   

Sum(k) = the sum of the "k" friction factors for the fittings in the pipe   

V = flow velocity in FEET PER SECOND   

g = gravitational constant (32.17 feet per second squared) 

Density  
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The density of a material is defined as its mass per unit volume: 

 

Different materials usually have different densities, so density is an. 

  specific gravity or relative density, in which case it is expressed in multiples of the density 

of some other standard material, usually water or air. 

An aerometer  

s a . It iliquidor  gasof a  densityand  weightused to measure the  scientific instrumentis a It 

hollow tube, widened at the bottom where a weight is placed (B). A scale is present on the 

upper part of the rod. The aerometer is placed in the liquid needing to be tested. The scale 

(A) will be held upright by the weight in the lower part (B). The density of the liquid is read 

where the scale penetrates the surface of the liquid 

 Figur -18- 

Relative density, sometimes called specific density, it  is the ratio of the density of a 

substance to the density of a given reference material.  

In symbols,         

 

Where RD is relative density, is the density of the substance being measured, and 

is the density of the reference. (By convention ρ, the Greek letter rho, denotes 

density.) 

Viscosity is a measure of the resistance of a fluid, which is being deformed by either shear 

stress or extensional stress. In general terms it is the resistance of a liquid to flow, or its 

"thickness".. 

Surface tension 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volume
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Specific_gravity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relative_density
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weight
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Measuring_instrument
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ratio
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rho_(letter)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drag_(physics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shear_stress
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shear_stress
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extensional_stress
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5c/Aerometer.svg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5c/Aerometer.svg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5c/Aerometer.svg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5c/Aerometer.svg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5c/Aerometer.svg
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 is caused by the attraction between the liquid's molecules by various intermolecular forces. 

In the bulk of the liquid, each molecule is pulled equally in all directions by neighboring 

liquid molecules (  Figure 19 ), resulting in a net force of zero. At the surface of the liquid, 

the molecules are pulled inwards by other molecules deeper inside the liquid and are not 

attracted as intensely by the molecules in the neighboring medium (be it vacuum, air or 

another liquid). Therefore, all of the molecules at the surface are subject to an inward force 

of molecular attraction, which is balanced only by the liquid's resistance to compression, 

meaning there is no net inward force. However, there is a driving force to diminish the 

surface area, and in this respect a liquid surface resembles a stretched elastic membrane. 

Thus the liquid squeezes itself together until it has the locally lowest surface area possible. 

.  

Figure 19 

  

principals  of hydrostatics   

 

field within -at rest, and is a sub fluidsof  science) is the hydrostatics(also called  Fluid statics

of fluids in  science, and the hydraulics.. The use of fluid to do work is called fluid mechanics

 pressureexert  fluids,,Due to the inability to resist deformation,  fluid dynamicsmotion is 

to any contacting surface normal 

Hydrostatic pressure 

Considering a small cube of liquid at rest below a free surface, pressure caused by the 

height of the liquid above must be balanced by a resisting pressure in this small cube. For 

an infinitely small cube the stress is the same in all directions and liquid weight or equivalent 

pressure can be expressed as 

 

where, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecule
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intermolecular_force
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydraulics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluid_mechanics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressure
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluid_dynamics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_normal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_surface
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stress_(physics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressure
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 P is the hydrostatic pressure (Pa);  
 ρ is the liquid density (kg/m3);  
 g is gravitational acceleration (m/s2);  
 h is the height of liquid above (m);  
 Pa is the atmospheric pressure (Pa).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravity
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Lecture eight 

measurement of pressure 

Many techniques have been developed for the measurement of pressure and vacuum. 

Instruments used to measure pressure are called pressure gauges or vacuum gauges 

1 -A manometer could also be referring to a pressure measuring instrument, usually limited 

to measuring pressures near to atmospheric. The term manometer is often used to refer 

specifically to liquid column hydrostatic instruments. 

2- Bourdon gauge :  

The Bourdon pressure gauge uses the principle that a flattened tube tends to change to a 

more circular cross-section when pressurized. Although this change in cross-section may be 

within the elastic range of easily  stresseshardly noticeable, and thus involving moderate 

is magnified by forming the tube  of the material of the tube strainworkable materials, the 

into a C shape or even a helix    

  

bourdon tube gauge   Figure -20 

brassThe construction of a bourdon tube gauge, construction elements are made of  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressure
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressure
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vacuum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressure
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Measuring_instrument
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stress_%28mechanics%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Manometer_inside.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Manometer_inside.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Manometer_inside.jpg
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3- Barometer is an instrument used to measure pressure    . It can measure the pressure  

. Pressure tendency can forecast mercury, or air, waterexerted by the atmosphere by using 

short term changes in the weather. Numerous measurements of air 

 Pressure are used within surface weather analysis  to help find surface troughs, high pressure 

systems, and frontal boundaries. 

 

 Figure -21 -schematic drawing of a simple mercury barometer with vertical 

mercury column and reservoir at base 

 

Irrigation water measurements 

The Purpose of   I . W . M    

     1-Irrigation water efficiency  depend on  I . W . M   

2- In case of dry or semi – dry regions available water can be increased . 

3-Irrigation water fairly distributed between users or farmers  

Types of  irrigation water measurements  

 

1- Direct method  
In this method  pan or device with known  volume and stop watch are used to 

calculate discharge  as follow  

 Q= V/t V= volume of pan        t= time period   

   This method is used in case of pipe line systems  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(element)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_weather_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Hg_Barometer.svg
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2- Method depending up on velocity and cross section area  

   float method Q=A.V   

In hydraulic laboratory there is channel we take a section of (10m)  

We put any float material on the surface of water and by using  

Stop watch time can be measured. Cross section of channel measured by tape meter so 

velocity can be measured as follow 

V = L/T      Length of strip (m) / time measured (sec) 

Q= A.V  

V actual = V measured ×   Cv  

Q actual = V actual   ×     A 

Example  

A strip of channel (50 ) m length . Afloat method is used to calculate discharge  .If period 

time is (23) sec average cross sectional area is (3) m2  find actual discharge if Cv is (0.8)  

Sol  

         L         50 

V=------ = -------  = 2.17  m/sec  

t 23 

V  act = V theo  ×    Cv  =  2.17  ×      0.8   =   1.736  m/ sec  

Q actu  =  V actu   ×    A  =   1.736  ×    3  = 3.208  m 2 / sec  

  using current meter   

it is as shown in figure  

 

 

 

Figure -22- 

Current is used to measure water velocity at any depth  
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Distribution of velocity through channel cross section  

  

 

 

 

 

figure 23 

1- velocity at surface of water  
2-  velocity at ( 0.2d) from bed of channel  
3- velocity at (0.6d)    from bed of channel 
4- velocity at  (0.8d)    from bed of channel  
V average = V at (0.6d) of bed   

Example  

Find discharge through channel with rectangular cross section and velocity measurement of 

current meter are 

1- V (at 0.2d) = 3 m/ sec  
2- V (at0.8d)  = 7 m/sec  
3- V(at 0.6d)  = 4.8 m/sec  

 Sol  

A cross section = 1.2 ×  3  =  3.6  m2 

 V(at 0.2 )+ V(at 0.8d) 3+ 7 

V average  =-------------------------------- = ------------ =5 m/sec 

 2 2 

Q= A   ×   V  =  3.6  ×   5  = 19 m3/sec   

Q = V(at 0.6d)   ×  A =   4.8  ×  3.6     =    17.28 m3/sec   

  Pitot – tube method  

It is a glass tube with L  shape  fixed in reverse direction of water flow so kinematics energy 

will be transmitted to pressure  Energy   
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So we can find velocity at any point through channel  by Using this equation  

 

 

                V2 

    h = -----------    

               2g 

Figure -24- 

 

 

  Manning Equation method  

                 This equation describe water flow in open channel  

                   and  it is 

     

 

 

                   

 

Q = discharge (m3/sec)                 A= cross section area  (m2) 

N = manning constant                   p = wetted circumference (m) 

      It depend on surface       Of channel pipe   

I = slop of channel                         R = hydraulic radius (m) 

Example  

A circular channel with (2.5m) Diameter with slope  ( 0.2m / 1 Km) find discharge if cross 

section half-filled if = 1/n =60 ,  using manning equation  
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Sol  

Figure -25- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

  using weirs which conflict water flow methods  
 

a- Venture – meter 
 

It is a pipe which constricted gradually to minimum diameter and then extended 

also gradually to original size as shown in figure 

                             

 

 

                                  

Figure 26 
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b- Orifices 
  

It is an opening at side or under the tank and it has Deferent shape like square , 

rectangular , circular 

 And so on .  

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figur -28-  

 

 V theoretical speed = √ 2gh 

        h = height of water in tank  and it measured from  surface of water to the 

                center of orifice  

a Tank with circular orifices if H1= 27cm , H2 = 29cm ,find discharge through it if 

cofficence  

of discharge is (0.7) 

 Weirs  (notches ) methods  

It always made of metal . wood . or plastic with sharp edge to reduce friction lost 

.It has deferent shapes like rectangular مستطيل, triangular   مثلث  and 

trapezoidal متوازي االضالع . It always fixed across Channel to measure its flow as 

shown in figure 
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Rectangular  weirs 

 

Q = 2/3 Cd   B  √ 2g     H³/²  

 

 

 

                                      B 

 

 

 

 

Figure -29- 

C d = coefficient of discharge  

B      =  Width of weir  

 H     =   height of water above weir  

Example 

Rectangular weir with width of ( 0.8m)  and head (0.5m) 

Discharge coefficient is C d ( 0.62) . Find discharge through  

This weir . 

Sol. 

Q = 2/3 ×C d  × B  ×√ 2g      

H³/²   = 2/3 ×  0.6×  0.8×  √ 2 × 10 × ( 0.5)³/² 

= 0.518 m3/sec 

 

2-Triangular weir  
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Figur-30- 

 

 

H    = head of water over weir head  

O     = angle of weir  

 C d = discharge coefficient  

 Q    =  discharge  

Note 

When we neglected the cd we use this equation  

 So   Q = 1.417 H 5/²      Discharge of water through 

 When we use cd we use this equation  

Q = 2.362  H 3/²   C d    

 Submerged  weir  

         It is a weir constructed cross channel or small river made of concrete or stone where 

water go over it submerging it and it has large volume and  small thickness  
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Ultrasonic Flow Meters                                                         

 

Portable Ultrasonic Flow Meter 

Recommended for clean fluids like water, glycol, oil and most chemicals. The 

Portaflow PT500 ultrasonic sensors clamp on the outside of vertical or horizontal pipes 

from 0.51" to 78" (13 to 2000 mm) outside diameter. The ultrasonic signal travels through 

all common metal and plastic pipe materials. Sensors can be mounted without shutting 

down flow and there is no obstruction or pressure drop. Flow rate and totalizer are 

displayed continuously along with battery status, signal strength. Press one key to instantly 

change the units of flow measurement (e.g. from gallons to liters). Real time flow can be 

displayed in large numeric values or as a graph. 

Compare between     Orifice  , weir  , and sub merged weirs in the term of 

    Design - position - head – and  discharge  

  Orifice  weirs sub merged weirs 

1- it is acicular or    

Rectangular shape    

made Of steel or  plastic 

1- its rectangular or    

Triangular shape made 

Of steel wood or nylon               

1-It is a concrete or asonry 

construction where water 

go over it   

2- It is an opening at 

side or under the tank 

 

2-It always fixed across 

Channel to measure its 

flow as shown in figure 

2- It is a weir constructed 

cross channel or small river 

 

3-water head is too 

much 

1- Water head is 
small 

3-same as weir 

4-it is used for small  

discharge 

4-it used discharge 
greater than orifice 

4-it is used for big quantity 

of water 
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. 

Venture meter Pitot tube 

1- It is a pipe which constricted gradually to 
minimum diameter and then extended also 

gradually to original size . pressure will 
increase with constriction of area 

1- It is a glass tube with  L  shape  fixed 
in reverse direction of water flow so 

kinematics energy will be 
transmitted to pressure Energy 

-velocity measured as follow 

2gh 

V=√ ----------- 

K 

where 

 

A²1 

K = constant = (-------- ─  1 ) 

A²2 

 

 

2-velocity at any point can be 

measured by this equation 

 

V= √ 2gh 
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   nineLecture  

Pumping, their important 

pump is a device used to move fluids, such as liquids, gases. 

A pump displaces a volume by physical or mechanical action. the use of pumps for 

agricultural irrigation is very important. "For the following reasons 

1 – Transport the  water . 

2 -  use  pumps   in the drainage operations  

3 –Pumps  Used to lift water from wells,  

4 - used in irrigation systems, sprinkler and drip irrigation 

 

Power Requirements for pumping  

Work is force applied over distance. Examples of work include lifting an object . 

defined as work per unit of timeis  Power 

 out of well and the amount water.work is required to lift  rate of doing workthe or   

of water delivered in a unit of time can be related to power  and is referred to in unites of 

horsepower by the following formula  

WHp =QH/273 

73               Where HP = horse power   Q = discharge   m3/h 

    H= vertical lift .in m 

        Hp    =  QH/76    Where Q =    discharge in l/s ,   H= vertical lift .in m 

Horsepower: Horsepower (HP)  

Is defined as the force needed to lift  75 Kg  of water  to one meter in one second    

brake horse power : Actually power give to pump  ( input ) 

water horse power: theoretical power give to pump ( output ) 

pump efficiency is defined as the ratio of water horsepower  —of pump  Efficiency 

output from the pump to the shaft horsepower input for the pump. ... If a pump was 

100 percent efficient, the mechanical horsepower input would be equal to the water 

horsepower output by the pump 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas
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   Pumps efficiency is  :               Output/input = W.H.P/B.H.P      

 WHP = BHP X Efficiency =    Q h Ep /76 

 

 Photos   : water pumps  

                                                                        

Some items use with water pumps  

is  pump of a head expressed in units of height such as meters or feet. The static   is: Head  

the maximum height (pressure) it can deliver. 

Discharge: discharge is the volumetric flow rate of water per unit  time  

  STATIC DISCHARGE HEAD 

 is the vertical distance  between the pump centerline and the point of free discharge or the 

surface of the liquid in the discharge tank. 

: Delivery head 

 the delivery head is equal to the pressure measured at the discharge port minus the inlet 

pressure applied at the suction port 

Total delivery head : 

 The total height is the   sum of the suction and discharge pressure 

,Velocity head  :is due to the bulk motion of a fluid (kinetic energy .) Its pressure head 

correspondent is the dynamic pressure 
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 Selecting Proper Pump for irrigation 

  Before you can select a pump that will fit your needs, you must   know four things:  

1) The total head or pressure against which it must operate,  

2) The desired flow rate, (discharge )      3) The suction lift,  

4) Characteristics of the fluid.  

We  also need to know such things as the temperature range, the corrosiveness ( if is it salty 

Water?), and how much and what kind of trash or debris such as sand, dirt, leaves, fish or 

twigs may be in the water. With this   knowledge, you and your dealer can select the proper 

pump. 

The total head, suction lift and flow rate are dependent upon the piping system and the 

pump’s  Characteristics. 

with  agriculture irrigation , we can use types of pumps suitable for farmer and agriculture, 

farmers in general interest with pumps has one or more of these benefits 

1- low cost 2- easy repair 3- low maintenance  4- high efficiency 5- high discharge 

 6- resistance for heat and vibration 
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Head Loss in Piping Systems 

Head loss due to friction occurs all along a pipe. It will be constant for each meter of pipe at 

a given flow rate. The published tables have head loss values which must be multiplied by 

the total length of pipe. Elbows, tees, valves, and other fittings are necessary to a 

piping system for a pump 

Figure 31,32 show the losses in pipe and in Elbow , Valves and other  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.sta-rite.com/residentialpage_techinfopage_headloss.aspx
http://www.sta-rite.com/residentialpage_techinfopage_headloss.aspx
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Figure -31- 
Pump connection  

 

The main reason of pump connection is to produce high head or high discharge  

There are two type of pumps  connection :- 

 ربط المضخات على التوالً أو التوازي  

1-Parallel connection   الربط المتوازي 

 

  In this case pumps connected Parallel with each another and  

  It produces  High discharge . 

  

  H1 = H2 =H 

 

  Q= Q1 + Q2  

 

2-Serious connection  ًالربط على التوال 

 

  In this case pump connected seriously with each another and 

  It produces High head  

 

  Q = Q1 = Q2  

   

  H = H1 + H2  

 

Example  

 

Two pumps had been connected as shown in figure below . 

With three valves  ( a , b , c ) . Try to connect these pumps and 

Valves to provide   

a-Total head 60 m and discharge 1 m3/sec  

b-Total head 30 m and discharge 2 m3/sec 

Notice /Every pump have discharge 1 m3/sec  

 

56 

 

 

 

Sol 

 

a-we connect pumps seriously by closing valves ( c , a ) and 

  open valve ( b )  . 

  so 
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     Hm = 30 + 30 = 60  

     Q discharge will remain constant = 1 m3 /sec 

 

b- we connect pumps parallel by closing valve ( b ) and open 

    valves ( a , c )  

 

 

Cost of pumps operation  

 

Several studies refer to the purchasing  cost of pumps and shows 

That it depend up on Both Maintenance cost and operation cost 

 

Factors effecting on cost of pumps operation 

 

 

    

 

1-Period working time . 

2-Total head needed . 

3-Avaliable energy source. 

 

 

There is very important base 

Pump  price  is proportional to the ( dia. Of impeller )²  
  

                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Power of pump is proportional to the ( dia. Of impeller ) 

  
Selecting Proper Pump the  

 I before you can select a pump that will fit your needs, you must   know four things:  

1) The total head or pressure against which it must operate,  

2) The desired flow rate, (discharge ) 

3) The suction lift,  

4) Characteristics of the fluid.  

you also need to know such things as the temperature range, the corrosiveness (is it salty 

Water?), and how much and what kind of trash or debris such as sand, dirt, leaves, fish or 

twigs may be in the water. With this   knowledge, you and your dealer can select the proper 

pump. 

The total head, suction lift and flow rate are dependent upon the piping system and the 

pump’s  Characteristics. 

with  agriculture irrigation , we can use types of pumps suitable for farmer and agriculture, 

farmers in general interest with pumps has one or more of these benefits 

 

1- low cost 2- easy repair 3- low maintenance  4- high efficiency 5- high discharge 

 6- resistance for heat and vibration 
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Lecture ten 
 

Types of pumps   

There are many types of pumps classification, but the famous classification depends on 

Variable displacement as follow: 

1- Non Positive displacement  pumps   

These types of pumps when they work not all of the liquid exit out of the pump . 

most of them are     

Rotary pumps, Include  

1- Centrifugal pumps                 

    2- Axial flow pumps  

 3-   Mixed flow pumps                 

  4- Turbine  pumps 

2- Positive displacement pumps: 

when the pump work all the liquid exit out of the pump .   

 Include:  

1-Reciprocating pumps       

2-Rotary pumps    

3- Peripheral regenerative pumps 

  

  

1 – Centrifugal pump:  centrifugal pump is a rotor dynamic pump   used a rotating 

impeller to increase the pressure of a fluid. Centrifugal pumps are commonly used to move 

liquids through a piping system. The fluid enters the pump impeller along or near to the 

rotating axis and is accelerated by the impeller, flowing radically outward into a diffuser or 

volute chamber (casing) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volute_(pump)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casing
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A centrifugal pump works by converting potential energy into kinetic energy measurable as 

static fluid pressure at the outlet of the pump. This action is described by Bernoulli's 

principle. 

Advantage of centrifugal pump  

  1- Simply Construct   2  -relatively free of trouble,3  -Low cost,  4- easy to install,  

5- Capable of high speeds 6- When we close the lock of out water no damage occur  

7- Maintenance of centrifugal very easy  , 8- It work with heavy water also  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernoulli%27s_principle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernoulli%27s_principle
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  Structure of Pump   

 The main parts of Centrifugal pump are  

1- The case  

   The case contain two side made from Iron or steel connected with each other by screws . 

between the two sides there is filler or stuffing to complete the close of the pump It is easy 

to connect or lose the two sides for repair or for change the impeller which it inside the 

pump . 

2- Impeller  

  When the impeller run it create the phenomenon centrifugal and the water go out the 

pump, there are many types of Impellers, but there are three main types  

A- Open impeller  

This Type of impeller suitable for heavy water, water has big materials  

We can get from this type of impeller big discharge for short head  

 

  types of impellers  

B- Semi open Impeller  

 The impeller in this type contain one side  wall which the impeller fixed on it  

This type use with clean water (pure water) also with water has small   particles 
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; closed impeller  -C  

The impeller has two walls, you cannot see the impeller from the side, it use with pure 

water, it has high efficiency, and high cost. In general the designed of the impellers 

different in number of vane Some impeller has 1-8 vane  

3- stuff Box   

Picture below  indicate some parts in stuff box this parts use for save the oil 

In the stuff box also use to prevent mix oil with water ,oil can prevent  the  

Bearing from heat and damage , 

 

 

4- Bearing  

Most of centrifugal pumps contains many Bearing which the shaft and impellers sit on 

them, the bearings and the stuffs should prevent any  overlapping between the water and 

the oil in stuff box , The bearing should bear the pressure of the water ,the rotary shaft ,the 

impeller ,And has the long life  of working  

5- Shaft  

   Most of the parts of the pump sit on the shaft ,the impeller ,the bearing , the case 

The shaft must be heavy and has resistance against  the chemical materials, pressure ,and 

corrosion . 

6- Orifice for primary of the pump  

 Centrifugal pump need to fill it with water before it work ,so we need orifice  

to add water and exit all air in the pump and suction pipe   
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Accessories of centrifugal pump 

 

 

centrifugal pump  with Accessories  ) مضخة طاردة مركزية مع ملحقاته ) 

There are many parts uses as accessories joined with centrifugal pump as above 

 1- strainer  

 This strainer not allowed for big pieces enter the pump across the suction pipe 

 Almost it is made from Iron  

 strainers  

 

2-foot valve :   The centrifugal pump not pump the water before fill the body of pump with 

water  ,foot valve prevent loss of  water  
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  3- Suction pipe 

    Most of suction pipe made from Iron or light steel ,  modern suction pipe made  From 

polyethylene (PVC or PE), suction pipe should have some specification like resistance for 

Frication against  the sand which exist  with the suction water , the diameter of suction pipe 

almost bigger than the diameter of delivery pipe  

4-  Locks :    There is one or more locks with the pump put in before and after the pump  

5- Pressure gauge  :   Pressure gauge put after the pump it indicate the pressure of the 

water in deliver pipe    

Work  the centrifugal pump   

 First we should fill  all the body of the pump with water to exit  the air out of the pump 

body , then we start the motor of the pump ,the water exit from out orifice of the pump, 

foot valve consider or called valve in one direction ,it allowed the water to inter inside 

suction pipe  but not allowed it to go out, foot valve response of collecting the water in the 

body of the pump and suction pipe  

Maintenance of the centrifugal pump 

centrifugal pump  need low maintenance , 

1-  we should observe the oil in stuff box , 2-we should cover it in the end of irrigation 

session ( end of summer ),  3- we should empty the case of the pump from water ,if the 

water stay in the case of the pump small layer of corrosion  grow between the vane and the 

case ,in the next session when we start the pump the vane not turn and may be it broken  

foot valve also need maintenance to prevent the water come back to the river or source of 

water ,sometimes local farmer lubricate it with oil 

Problems of centrifugal pumps 

 1-Cavitation— Sometimes pulps created when the temperature raise in pumps , we 
notes pump   vibrated , we hear sounds . 2 Wear of the Impeller—can be worsened 
by suspended solids  3-Corrosion inside the pump caused by the fluid properties  

 Overheating due to low flow  
 Leakage along rotating shaft  

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cavitation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impeller
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corrosion
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   eleven Lecture  

Deep Well Turbine Pumps 

Deep well Turbine pump properties   

1- Deep well turbine pumps are adapted for use in case of wells  

2- The water surface is below the practical limits of a centrifugal pump. 

3- Turbine pumps are also used with surface water systems. But  the intake for the 
turbine pump is continuously under water, 

3- Priming of pump  is not a concern. ( it not need priming ) 

4- deep well turbine efficiencies are comparable , greater than   centrifugal pumps.   

4- deep well turbine more expensive than centrifugal pumps , impellers  
5-  deep well turbine  more difficult to inspect and repair . 

                                                      

 

Figure  ; Deep well turbine well                    Figure   : types of impeller use with   turbine pump 
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The turbine pump has three main parts:  

(1) The head assembly  

The head is normally cast iron and designed to be installed on a foundation,  

It supports the column shaft and bowl assemblies also provides a discharge for the 
water. It supported by  electric motor, a right angle gear drive or a belt drive. 

   (2) The shaft and column assembly  

 The shaft and column assembly provides a connection between the head and pump 
bowls. it transfer the power from motor to impellers  

 (3) The pump bowl assembly as shown in Figure 

A pump bowl encloses the impeller.. In most deep well turbine installations several 
bowls are stacked in series one above the other. This is called staging. A four-stage 
bowl assembly contains four impellers all attached to a common shaft  

Impellers used in turbine pumps may be either semi-open or enclosed as shown in 
Figure  ...  

 maintenance of the pump  

1- Properly adjusted  of impeller . Mechanical damage will result if the semi-open 
impellers are set not correctly,, Impeller adjustments are made by tightening or 
loosening a nut on the top of the head assembly.  

2- Bearing must be lubricate by oil or by water, water lubricate use in case of civil uses 

for supplying water to the cities 

 

submersible pumps 

A submersible pump (or electric submersible pump (ESP)) 

Characteristic  of the pump  

1- It is a device which has a motor close-coupled to the pump body  

 2- The whole assembly is submerged in the fluid to be pumped.  

3- The main advantage of this type of pump is that it prevents pump cavitation, 
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                               Figure   : submersible pump    

 

           

Figure :  parts of submersible pump 

 Parts of submersible pump 

A- Electrical unit:   

This unite response for create power to rotate the impeller it consist  

1- Coil                                              2- armature 

B- Main shaft connected with armature to rotate the impeller  

c- Bearing  :Bearings bear the main   shaft 

d- Case or volute around the impeller 

E-Chamber or bowel to cool the electrical unite (as in figure)   
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  Lecture twelve  

- An axial flow pump, or AFP,  

it is  water pump consists of a propeller in a tube. The propeller can be driven directly 

by motor in the tube or by a right-angle drive shaft that pierces the tube. 

Pumping the liquid in a direction that is parallel to the pump shaft. 

The main   characteristics of an AFP are 

1- It can easily be adjusted to run at peak efficiency at low-flow/high-pressure and 

high-flow/low-pressure by changing the pitch blades on the propeller. 

2- These pumps have the smallest of the dimensions among any of the conventional 

pumps  

3- more suitable  for low heads and higher discharges 

                                 

  

4- Axial flow pumps used for pumping clear water and waste water  

5-   Axial flow pumps may be submersible used, in irrigation and drainage applications 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_pump
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Propeller
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Efficiency
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Axial_2.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Axial_2.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Axial_2.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Axial_2.png
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Reciprocating & Rotary pump 

Reciprocating pump: 

It is a positive displacement plunger or piston pump. Depend on movement of the piston 

up and down or left and right ,these pumps contain the following parts to work  

Piston or plunger      1-  

           Piston or pump move up make vacuum under the piston or plunger to suck the 

liquid     

2- cylinder: the piston or plunger move in the cylinder as shown in the picture  

3- Valves: they response for inter and exit the water    

                   

figure: Reciprocating pump 

 
:   show the four stroke Figure                                   reciprocating pump who it work ?  
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1- First stroke, exit the air: As shown in the figure the piston move down forces the air 

exit from the upper valve 

2- second stroke , inter the water  : the piston move up ,while the upper vale is close , 

vacuum happen  in the cylinder obligate the water move up to the cylinder  

3- third stroke :when the piston move down the water move through the upper valves to 

be upper the piston  

4- Four stork , discharge stage :when the piston move up the water exit out of the pump 

,in this case valves are close ,after the pump work two stroke only happened , when 

piston move up water exit in the same time water inter to the  cylinder  

  what are  the different between plunger and piston                 

    different between piston and plunger                 

 

Piston has shorter stroke the plunger, piston move inside the cylinder, plunger 

movement    as shown in Figure   above  

Practical lecture ; discharge of the pump , slip pump  
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Comparison between Centrifugal pumps and Reciprocating Pumps: 

Centrifugal pumps Reciprocating Pumps 

1.The discharge is 
continuous and smooth 

1.The discharging is 
fluctuating and pulsating 

2.It can handle large 
quantity of liquid 

2.handles small quantity of 
liquid 

3.It is used for large 
discharge through small 
heads 

It is meant for small 
discharge at high heads 

4.Cost of centrifugal pump is 
less as compared to 
reciprocating pump. 

4.Cost of reciprocating pump 
is approximately four times 
the centrifugal pump. 

5.Runs at high speeds. 5.Runs at low speed. 

6.Efficiency is high 6.Efficiency is low 

7.Needs smaller area and 
cost of installation is less. 

7.Needs large floor area and 
installation is cost is high 

8.Low maintenance cost 8.High maintenance cost 

9.It can be used for lifting 
highly viscous liquids 

9.Used only for lifting pure 
water or less viscous fluids. 

 

Rotary pump 

   A rotary positive displacement pump traps fluid its closed casing and 

discharges a smooth flow. They can handle almost any liquid that does not 

contain hard and abrasive solids, including viscous liquids. They are also simple 

in design and efficient in handling flow conditions , Rotary pumps find wide use 

for viscous liquids. 
 

Types of Rotary pumps 

Internal Gear. Internal gear pumps (Figure 2) carry fluid 

between the gear teeth from the inlet to outlet ports.    

Figure 2 

External Gear.  External gear pumps (Figure 3) also use gears 

which come in and out of mesh.   But carried between the teeth 

and the casing to the discharge side of the pump.    

http://theconstructor.org/category/practical-guide/hydraulics-lab/turbines-pumps/
http://theconstructor.org/category/practical-guide/hydraulics-lab/turbines-pumps/
http://theconstructor.org/practical-guide/reciprocating-pump/2914/
http://theconstructor.org/practical-guide/centrifugal-pump/2917/
http://www.rpi.edu/dept/chem-eng/Biotech-Environ/PUMPS/rotary.html
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Figure 3 

Vane. The vanes - blades, buckets, rollers, or slippers - work 

with a cam to draw fluid into and force it out of the pump 

chamber.  The vanes may be in either the rotor or stator.  

 

Figure 4 

Flexible Member.  This principle is similar to the Vane principle 

except the vanes flex rather than slide.  The fluid pumping 

depends on the elasticity of the flexible members.  The flexible 

members may be a tube, or vane.  Figure 5 shows a flexible 

vane pump. 

 

Figure 5 

Lobe.  Fluid is carried between the rotor teeth and the pumping 

chamber.  The rotor surfaces create continuous sealing.  is a tri-

lobe pump. Figure 6  
 

Figure 6 

Circumferential Piston.  Fluid is carried from inlet to outlet in 

spaces between piston surfaces.    See Figure 7.  

Figure 7 

Screw. Screw pumps carry fluid in the spaces between the 

screw threads.  The fluid is displaced axially as the screws 

mesh.  
 

Figure 8 

Multiple screw pumps have multiple external screw 

threads.  Figure 9 shows a three-screw pump.  

Figure 9 
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Lecture thirteen  

Set up of pumps 

For Medium and Big pumps we should note the following conditions    

 1- Pump should be installed in a clean dry area on solid surface,  

2- we use  proper pipe  sizes  to minimize frication losses through pipe lines  

3- all pipe joints must be very  tight 

  4- Provision must be made to permit priming of pump  

5-Check of foot valve in suction pipe to prevent losses of water, 

 6-Connecting the motor by grounding terminal   

7- .wiring diagram shown on the motor nameplate should be followed for connecting 

power supply  

 install big pumps  need   base  mostly cement base with many bolts , steel or iron  frame  

may be needed to connect the motor and pump with the frame by holes, then the pump 

and motor install on the concrete base  and connected with the cement  base by the bolts ,  

 

 Figure:  pump base  
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How to make foundation base of centrifugal pump? 

 

The land must be selected to install the pump according to the specifications that have been 

mentioned before. Then we follow the below procedures 

 

1 - determine the dimensions of the base of the pump and its dimensions are larger than the 

dimensions of the pump at least 10-15 cm from all directions 

2 - dig the land base depth commensurate with the weight of the pump and at least 20 cm 

depth 

3 - steel bar placed to install a pump with diameter not less than 10 mm  

   Upper end is screw thread  , the lower is bended at least 270 degree angle    

4 –  we put reinforced steel two layers in revisable direction with 20 cm spaces between the 

reinforced steel      

5 – we put mixture by 1,2,4, cement, sand, gravel   

 

6 – Foundation base of the pump must be rising from the earth's surface at least 10 cm to 

prevent the entry of water into the pump base 

 

7- – grouting   must be placed around the base and, grouting may be cement or adhesive 

epoxy, the epoxy more efficient but do not bear the high temperature , there is difficulty in 

removing them if you want to transfer the pump and more expensive" 
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Connection between pump and motor 

There are three types of connection  

1- Drivers              2- Shaft with coupling                                                3- Direct shaft  

Pump and driver alignment 

   alignment very impartment  between   the motor and  the pump is the  misalignment  create 

many problems    

Misalignment will cause many problems: 

1-It can cause rotating mechanical seals and lapped faces may 

be open 

 

2 - Packing could support a misaligned shaft.  

 3 -  pump bearings can become overloaded. 

4-The misalignment could be severe enough to cause contact 

between stationary and rotating seal components: 

5- The shaft can contact the restriction bushing often found at 

the end of the stuffing box. 

7- The shaft or sleeve can contact the stationery face of the 

mechanical seal. 

8- The impeller could contact the volute or back plate. 

  

 

. in any case You should also check the following: 

1- A straight shaft that has been dynamically balanced.( as in the figure ) 

2- The correct  clearance between    impeller and  volute. 

3-  Check The  foot valve               4-check  all pipe strain. 

5- Good bearings installed on a shaft with the proper finish and tolerances. 

6- A good mechanical seal set at the proper face load.  
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Lecture 14 

Irrigation methods 

Irrigation  

Is an artificial application of water to the soil. It is used to assist in the growing of 

agricultural crops, maintenance of landscapes, and supplementary irrigation in semi-arid 

region   

Types of irrigation 

1- Surface irrigation  

As the oldest and most common method of applying water to croplands, there are many 

types of surface irrigation systems Each surface system has its advantages and disadvantages 

depending on such factors as (1) initial development costs, (2) size and shape of individual 

fields, (3) soil characteristics, (4) nature and availability of the water supply, (5) the climate, 

(6) cropping pattern, (7) social preferences, structures, and historical experience.  

Advantages of surface irrigation 

1- It is cheap method          2- Not need high experience 

3- It is easier to apply the depths required to refill the root zone. 

Disadvantages of Surface irrigation 

 1-it need leveling with certain slop         2- weed grow on both side of channels   

3- It is difficult to supply limited water           4- losses of water  

5- difficult to estimate the discharge and time in this method  

the water flow from the pump it  flow  directly to open Channel we can estimate the quantity 

& volume of the water by use weirs or manning equation  

                                                                 types of surface irrigation as follow  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soil
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:LevelBasinFloodIrrigation.JPG
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1- Level Basin irrigation 

Level basin irrigation has historically been used in small areas having level surfaces 

that are surrounded by earth banks.   

2. Furrow irrigation:   

Furrow irrigation is conducted by creating small parallel channels along the field length in 

the direction of predominant slope. Water is applied to the top end of each furrow and flows 

down the field under the influence of gravity.   

 

 3- border irrigation 

Border strip or bay irrigation could be considered as a hybrid of level basin and furrow 

irrigation. The borders of the irrigated strip are longer and the strips are narrower than for 

basin irrigation and are orientated to align lengthwise with the slope of the field. 
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Lecture 15 

Sprinkler irrigation  & Drip irrigation  

Sprinkler irrigation   

 

Sprinkler Irrigation is a method of applying irrigation water which is similar to rainfall. 
Water is distributed through a system of pipes usually by pumping. It is then sprayed 
into the air and   entire soil surface through spray heads. 

Sprinklers provide efficient coverage for small to large areas and are suitable for use 
on all types of properties. It is also adaptable to nearly all types of soils   

 sprinklers are available in a wide range of discharge capacity. 
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Parts of Sprinkler irrigation system  

 

Advantages of Sprinkler systems. 

 

a.   does not require surface shaping of leveling.  

b. Can be applied to areas of variable topography.  

c. Suitable for most crops, not all, and are adaptable to most irrigable soils.  

d. Flexibility is possible because sprinkler heads are available in a wide range of discharge 

capacities.  

e. Chemical and fertilizer applications are easily used with sprinkler systems. 

f. it is use on other utilization it use in football field , big garden and almost  it use gun 

sprinkler irrigation  

 

Dis advantages of Sprinkler systems. 

 

1. Water application efficiency under sprinkler irrigation is strongly affected by wind.( wind 

problem )  

2. Some crops are particularly sensitive and may suffer leaf scorch  

  

     3.  some crops sensitive to fungal disease  with sprinkler irrigation              
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  4.Crusting soil problems  

5. High maintenance requirements,.   6. High operating pressures 7. Require high technology 

 

  
 

Sprinkler irrigation system components 

1- Pumping Unit 

A pump is required to carry water from the source through the 

main line and 

Laterals lines  up to the sprinkler or nozzle and  sprayed and 

applied to the Crops. The pump is normally a centrifugal pump 

or a submersible pump fitted with usual accessories.   

pumping unit has the following components  

1- Strainer 2- suction pipe 3- foot valve 4- centrifugal pump 

5- Delivery pipe, 6- pressure gauge 7-priming valve on pimp 8- 

lock valve  

9- one direction valve  

10- fertilizer  unite :  use   to supply fertilizer to land 
   

 
2- Main Lines 

Main line pipe is either of HDPE( high density poly ethylene)  or 

Aluminum  conforming to  specification , mostly now use poly ethylene 

due to cheap price  

. The main pipeline carries water from the pumping unit to Lateral Lines     

. Main line may be permanent or portable.  

 

 

. 
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Lateral Lines 

 

Lateral lines carry water from the main line to sprinklers or nozzles. 

Lateral lines 

are usually of aluminum or HDPE or poly ethylene  pipes with quick 

couplings. Lateral pipes are normally available in  6m length. Each 

length has quick couplings. All 

couplings are provided rubber gaskets in female portion, which tightens 

the 

coupling and makes it, leak proof..  Number of laterals on a  main pipe line vary depending 

upon 

 A-the crop geometry, B-water requirement of crop, C- area required to be wetted etc., 

. 

 

 
   

Nozzle/Sprinkler Head 

 

Sprinkler heads are the most important component of the sprinkler system. Their 

operating characteristics under optimum water pressure and climatic conditions, 

mainly wind velocity, will determine their suitability and the efficiency of the 

system. Most agricultural sprinklers are the slow rotation type. They may range 

from small single nozzle sprinklers to multiple nozzle sprinklers that operate at 

high pressure. The combination of pressure and rotation results in the jet of water 

being thrown to a considerable distance. 
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Risers 

 

The riser pipe connects the rotating sprinkler head to the lateral. Usually the pipe 

diameter varies from 12 mm to 75 mm with standard pipe threads.  .  

. 

Reducers: 

 it used to connect between   different  sizes of pipes ,   

. Elbows :  

 

These are used at joints for changing the direction of water flow. 

. End plug Tees :  

These are placed at the end of a line so that the   

 

. Regulators and Gauges :: These include pressure regulators installed below the sprinkler to 

keep a constant pressure applied to the sprinkler 

 . Valves:  

are used to control the flow of water.  

. Filters: 

It use In order to stop entry of dirt, sand weed or other suspended 

  

sprinkler irrigation may be work with Low pressure sprinkler 4-6bar  or  Moderate 

pressure sprinkler 6-10 or - High pressure sprinkler more than 15 bar ,also it work with 

different discharge 1-50m3/h  

 

 

Types of sprinkler irrigation systems 

1- Static systems (solid or permanent system) include all systems that are immobile while 

water is being applied. Examples of these systems are sprinkler and micro-irrigation 

systems. 
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2- Mobile (portable or mobile system)  

 

All systems that move while apply water to the field surface like Pivot center system, 

travelling gun sprayer, most of these system are expensive  

 

      

 Figure - Gun sprinkler irrigation  

 

   Figure Pivot center system  

3- Semi portable system 

In this type pump unite and main line stationary and later lines portable 

 

  

Design of sprinkler irrigation 

There are many factors affecting on design of sprinkler irrigation   

1- the quantity of water ( flow )can be supply to the crops 2- the pressure needed to  

work the sprinkler 3- the cost of sprinkler system 4-  the geographic of the land 

 5- source of water    

  

Calculate the amount of water added to soil by sprinklers  

The average of water added the soil we use the following  equation  

I= 3600 x Q/S1XS2  

i= the average of water add to soil mm/h      
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S1= distance between sprinkler on the same lateral line (m) S2= distance between lateral 

lines on main line (m)        Q=discharge L/sec 

System capacity =sprinkler discharge x number of sprinkler in each line x number of lines   

In these days there are software programs to calculate and design the type of sprinkler 

irrigation  

 

 

Drip irrigation 

Drip irrigation is the most efficient method of irrigating. While sprinkler systems are around 

75-85% efficient, drip systems typically are 95% or higher efficient. 

Drip irrigation (sometimes called trickle irrigation) works by applying water slowly, directly 

to the soil,  

Advantage of drip irrigation 

1 Increased Revenue from Increased Yields  

2 Increased Revenue from Increased Quality 

3 Decreased Water Costs       

5 Decreased Energy Costs 

6 Decreased Fertilizer Costs 

7 D Decreased Pesticide Costs   

8 Improved Environmental Quality 

9-- No environmental effects (like cooling or frost control with sprinklers) 

 

 

Disadvantage of drip irrigation 

1- High maintenance  

2- Requires pressure regulation (usually pressure reduction) 

4- Susceptible to vandalism (particularly surface systems) 
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5- Potential of salt builds up (at perimeter of wetted area) 

6- Potential of clogging (from calcium deposits in water or contaminants) 

7- Filtration often required (to help reduce clogging) 

8- Can’t see drip working (compared to sprinklers) 

 

Components of Drip-Irrigation System 

1- Unit pump  

Drip irrigation need less horse power than sprinkler irrigation, centrifugal pump used  

with drip irrigation ,,filters before and after pump should be connected with the pump   , 

 Suction pipe connected with strainer 

2- Filters: drip irrigation contained one or two filters one is sand filter other sieve   

Pressure Control Valve (Pressure Regulator) 

3- Main Line (larger diameter Pipe and Pipe Fittings) 

4- laterals  :smaller diameter poly tube  

5- Poly fittings and Accessories (to make connections) 

6- Emitting Devices at plants (ex. Emitter or Drippers, micro spray heads, inline drippers 

or inline drip tube 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emitter
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